Arrangement of Curriculum Group for Systematic Education in Materials Science and Engineering
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Abstract—In the higher education, the arrangement of curricula should give an overall consideration on the systematic cultivation on the college students’ study capability, innovation capability and their innovation capability as well. In this paper, a method about the arrangement of a curriculum group for the students who major in materials science and engineering in higher grade is put forward. The curriculum group consists of several curricula, which include the professional basic courses, innovative practice course, and graduation project. The organization of these courses into a systematic group is demonstrated to be very useful for the college students to study in a systematic and coherent manner, which helps to improve their comprehensive qualities and become advanced workforce in future in the society. The suggested method in the present investigation can provide some useful hints for many other disciplines in fostering qualified labor forces for the modern society.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the traditional higher education, the focus of curriculum arrangement is on the “learning of professional knowledge” for the college students. Often, their practice capability and innovation capability are ignored to some extent. Although their study capability is good enough for them to become a qualified workforce in the modern society, they often need a relatively longer time period to adapt their working environment and meanwhile to exhibit their due performances. This is a common phenomenon reflected by many employers. Thus, it is a time to re-design the curriculum arrangement of the college lessons and the key point is how to systematically train the students’ practice and innovation capabilities through the ordinary courses in a systematic manner in their colleges.

Among many natural disciplines, the field of material science and engineering (MSE) is very special one, which incorporates elements of chemistry, physics, engineering and technology as well. It is widely recognized as a distinct field of science and engineering, and major technical universities all over the world created dedicated schools of the study, within either the Science or Engineering schools. For the students who major in this discipline, the cultivation of their practice and innovation capabilities is even important for their conversions to valuable workforces in their future.

From the composition of MSE, the courses for the college students should be carefully arranged in a systematic manner. Shown in Fig. 1, it is clear for a college student, he needs to grasp the interrelated knowledge about the preparation and processing, the characterizations on properties, structure and performances of the prepared materials [1]. The theories can be learned in the classroom. However, no matter how difficult or easy he theories about the creation or characterization of materials are, the key is that the students should have a full experience on the real materials.

Fig. 1 The materials paradigm represented in the form of a tetrahedron [1].

Based on the above-mentioned knowledge, in the present paper, a method about the arrangement of a curriculum group for the students who major in MSE in higher grade is put forward. The curriculum group consists of a series of curricula, such as the professional basic courses, innovative practice course, and graduation project. The organization of these courses into a systematic group is expected to help to improve the students’ comprehensive qualities for becoming a talent engineer in future.

II. THE ARRANGEMENT OF CURRICULUM GROUP IN SENIOR GRADE OF COLLEGE

In Chinese universities, the college students majoring in MSE often have four years for the pursuing their bachelor’s degrees. When they are freshmen and sophomore students, all of them similarly need to study some basic courses. These cores are important for their later professional knowledge study,
which include higher mathematics, advanced physics, advanced chemistry, and foreign language as well.

When the students have a good basic knowledge reserve during their junior years’ study, then, they can begin their professional knowledge study in their later stage of their university lives, i.e. their senior period. During this stage, i.e. a period prepared to enter the society and become a valuable workforce, the integration education should be extremely important. The integration education should at least include professional practice education, innovation education and quality education as well (Fig. 2). These educations need to be implemented through the designs of different curricula, and it should be better that these curriculum are arranged in a systematic and progressive manner. Some small projects about a certain functional material can be explored as the vivid teaching materials for both teaching and training them.

III. THE POSSIBLE COURSES THAT CAN BE COMBINED INTO A CURRICULUM GROUP

There are different levels of curriculum group. For example, the whole four years’ college life can be arranged as a big group. In Fig. 3, a diagram shows that basic courses, professional courses and the general knowledge courses can be combined as a curriculum group for cultivating the students’ comprehensive qualities.

Formerly, the college curricula are almost courses about basic courses and professional courses, ignoring the general knowledge courses to some extent. Since the Reform and Opening-up, more and more universities are conscious of the important roles of general knowledge courses in forming their students into talents for the society. Thus, courses about general competence education (including engineering & technology, economics & management, humanities & social science, and culture and sports) are gradually increased in the college students’ courses.

Fig. 2 An integration education is urgent for the college students in their senior grades during the university lives.

Fig. 3 Several courses can be combined into a curriculum group for cultivating the students’ comprehensive qualities.

Besides the above-mentioned trend that general knowledge courses were ignored, another negative phenomenon in the college is that the students’ curricula often lack enough practical training courses, particularly those on the new professional techniques. The traditional curricula are full of classroom teaching, which greatly limit the students’ innovative thinking and creativity. This situation can be even worse for the college students in their senior years’ study.

IV. A USEFUL CURRICULUM GROUP EXAMPLE FOR THE SENIOR GRADE STUDENTS OF MSE

After several years’ practices, here a useful curriculum group for the senior grade students of MSE to systematically improve their comprehensive capability is put forward. Shown in Fig. 4, the curriculum group is centered around a basic professional course – Modern material analysis methods. In this course, a series of knowledge about material analysis will be taught to the students, such as how to determine the materials’ morphology, their inner structures, and their shapes; how to measure their components and compositions; how to evaluate the compatibility between different components; and how to verify their properties and performances.

Thus, two important questions can be clear for this course, i.e. what kinds of materials are characterized or how to prepare the materials and what are their targeted applications? The former has a close relationship with several courses about material preparation. Particularly in today nano era, the curricula about preparing nano/micro objects should be put into the group. New courses about the fabrications of nano materials should be very useful for cultivating the students’ capability, these courses include the traditional chemical and physical methods [2], and also some electrohydrodynamic atomization methods [3] such as the monoaxial electrospinning [4], monoaxial electrospraying [5], coaxial electrospinning [6], coaxial electrospraying [7] and their modified processes [8-12],
side-by-side electrospinning [13], side-by-side electrospraying [14], tri-fluid coaxial electrospinning [15-17] and some other multiple fluid spinning or spraying processes [18].

V. SUMMARY

Being as the universities for cultivating the talents, it is very important to cultivate large number of the innovative talents with the innovative spirit and the practice ability. Deepening innovation and entrepreneurship education are the main direction of current teaching reform in colleges and universities. The course reform should be one of the most important section within the teaching reform. The present strategy for arranging a curriculum group to carry out a systematic education about MSE can provide a useful bridge to connect their present discrete basic courses and professional courses with their final graduation project. The curriculum group can also act as an upward step for the students from simulating to practice in an innovative manner. Certainly, the present curriculum group shows an example for other disciplines about natural science and engineering to reform their teaching procedures or methods.
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